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Room # Station # Rms Subtotal DEPT # of NOTES

 Description Stations Size or Units SUBTOTAL Computers

Desirables for KIC: General issues  and questions

Be readily seen upon entry to library and look welcoming Lighting configuration and window darkening need consideration

Located around the perimeter of stacks insofar as feasible, thus losing as few stacks as possible
Walk-around/behind space is included in totals of areas; however, major  traffic 

patterns NOT included in totals.  May save sq ft by clustering.

Use low stacks to designate areas, give privacy, and provide accessible storage for reference materials Can existing columns be used to run conduit for group stations?

Re-use existing classrooms 144 and 148 as IT/faculty instructional rooms Can 148B be used for Multimedia center?

Instructional Areas

Note:  Both rooms for faculty/IT classrooms are existing, and should be reviewed by the Classroom 

Assessment Team for guidelines for appropriate renovation.  Consider windows out into the main 

library area to tie classrooms into KIC. Installed technology: ceiling hung projector, screen, 

equipment rack, IT podium

IT/Faculty Computer Classroom 26 29.5 1 768 27
Room 144 - includes 26 student stations plus 1 instructor station. This is a bit tight for computer 

classroom. 

IT/Faculty Computer Classroom 26 35.5 1 924 27

Room 148 -- includes 26 student stations plus 1 instructor station.  Since this is the larger of the two 

rooms and will have more generous station sizes, it should be used for classes requiring larger 

computers &/or use of books, notes, and computers simultaneously.  Or alternately to having larger 

individual stations, a multimedia station could be sited in the back of the room for use at non-class 

times.

Tutorial area for 4 pairs 8 25 n/a 200 This will be 4 tables, each accommodating 2 people each.

TOTAL 1,892

Collaboration Stations
Group collaboration units will only accommodate up to 5 people each, not the 7-10 desired.  See 

Group Collaboration Stations photos and diagrams

"Y" shaped collaboration stations 

for 60 students
15 27 4 1,620 12

4 "Y" s serving 3 groups of up to 5 each.  If larger groups need to be accommodated, consider 

providing small conference rooms.

TOTAL 1,620

Individual workstations

Individual computer workstations 28 25 n/a 700 28
The station size of these individual workstations will depend on their configuration.  Straight rows are 

the most efficient, but other configurations may be more interesting and feel less factory-like.

ADA workstations 2 40 n/a 80 2
These stations should be higher than normal or with adjustable surfaces.  They will need a 5' 

wheelchair radius, and clear access aisles.

Other adaptive technol. computer 

station
1 50 n/a 50 1 Same criteria as above.  This could  be a station with 2 seats, for a helper or tutor

TOTAL 830 43 This uses all of the computers available for non-classroom use.

Media Center

One multimedia  work area 1 100 1 100
This could be an open cubicle or if appropriate, use room 148A off of 148 for noise control and 

security.  It should have dedicated software, large screen monitor, scanner, printer, media readers and 

CD/DVD burners.

TOTAL 100

Miscellaneous service features

IT Support/Reference Desk 3 120 1 360
This will be a combination service counter and desk work area for 2-3 people.  It is generously sized, 

so people will have room to do various tasks, without feeling overcrowded e.g. IT  people can work 

on computers brought in and librarians access reference material.  

Printers & other peripherals 4 30 n/a 120
This would be for printers, scanners, xeroxes and include some counter or table space & paper 

storage

Stand-up reference stations 3 25 n/a 75
These are computers used for quick reference checking. They are not in the "available from B.Yost" 

total.

Other seating n/a n/a n/a n/a Seating areas with easy chairs and low tables and study tables and chairs. Provide where possible.

TOTAL 555

GRAND TOTAL 4,997 4,997
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